RULES
1. All doubles teams will consist of one sanctioned USBC junior bowler and one
sanctioned USBC adult bowler.
2. Adult and junior USBC members outside of the local Rochester association are
welcome. There is a local fee due of: Adults $7 and juniors $6 upon entry
into the tournament.
3. Averages:
A. Adult entrant will use his/her highest verifiable certified league average
from the 2019-2020 season based on a minimum of 21 games. If no such
average; 2020-2021 average as of January 22, 2021 based on a minimum
of 21 games will be used. Those without acceptable averages must bowl
scratch (based on average of 200). Averages from a certified sport
condition league must use the USBC conversion scale.
B. Junior entrant will use his/her highest verifiable certified league average
from the 2020-2021 season based on a minimum of 21 games as of
January 22, 2021. If the junior entrant does not have a 21 game average
for the 2020-2021 season, entrant will use his/her highest final certified
average from the 2019-2020 season based on a minimum of 21 games.
Averages from a certified sport condition league must use the USBC
conversion scale
4. All prize fees will be returned 100%, payable to the junior bowler in the form
of scholarship dollars deposited in the USBC smart program.
5. All 1st prize scholarship dollars are guaranteed. All remaining prizes
will be returned in the form of scholarship dollars with a ratio of 1:10 based
on number of entries.
6. The tournament director reserves the right to make decisions in any matter
pertaining to the tournament not covered by USBC rules.
7. Multiple participation: a bowler may bowl twice with the same partner. A
bowler may cash only once with the same partner, but as many times as
score indicates with change of partner.
8. Tournament director has the right to adjust scores after bowling should
verified average or other pertinent information become available that was not
available at time of check in.
9. Entries close at the end of February 5, 2021.
10. Must have at least 2 teams to run a squad.

